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Abstract
In this work, sulfation effect on N
 H3-SCR performance over C
 eO2 with different morphology (nanocubes and nanorods) was
carefully studied. A morphology-sensitive sulfation effect on N
 H3-SCR activity was observed on C
 eO2. Interestingly, the
NO removal efficiencies of CeO2 nanocubes and CeO2 nanorods got greatly enhanced after the sulfation at low-temperature
range (< 350 °C). CeO2 nanorods exhibited a much higher NH3-SCR activity than that of CeO2 cubes. However, compared
to CeO2 nanocubes, C
 eO2 nanorods suffered from a severe deactivation when sulfated at higher temperatures (> 350 °C).
A series of characterizations such as N
 2 adsorption–desorption, XRD, HR-TEM, TG–DTA, Raman and in situ DRIFTS of
SO2 + O2 adsorption were conducted to investigate the interactions between SO2 and nano-shaped CeO2. It was revealed that
the morphology of C
 eO2 nanorods was damaged severely when sulfated at high temperature (> 350 °C), while the structure
of CeO2 nanocubes was relatively stable under the same condition. Furthermore, more sulfate species were found on CeO2
nanorods than on C
 eO2 nanocubes, in particular of bulk like sulfate species. As a result, the NO removal efficiency of C
 eO2
nanorods declined greatly when sulfated at high temperature.
Keywords Gas-phase sulfation · CeO2 nanocubes · CeO2 nanorods · Deactivation

1 1. Introduction
NOx in the atmosphere has caused severe environmental pollution problems and threatened human health. In decades,
great efforts have been devoted to reducing or eliminating
NOx emission. Among various N
 Ox elimination techniques,
selective catalytic reduction of NO by ammonia (NH3-SCR)
has been proved to be one of the most effective techniques
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due to the high efficiency. Recently, great concern was
focused on traditional SCR catalyst, V2O5/TiO2 modified
with WO3/MoO3, due to the strong biological toxicity of
vanadium. Therefore, the development of environmentalfriendly NH3-SCR catalysts has aroused extensive attention
[1–4].
It has been generally accepted that the redox capacity
and acidity determine the activity of NH3-SCR catalysts
[5]. For years, ceria-base materials have been widely used
as an irreplaceable component or promoter in various catalysts for air pollution emission control, due to its outstanding redox capacity [6–8]. To improve the acidity of pure
CeO2, many strategies have been developed. Modification
of ceria by some acid metal oxides such as W
 O3 or N
 b 2O 5,
was found could significantly improve the activity and N2
selectivity of ceria. Recently, it has been reported that the
sulfation treatment could greatly improve the surface acidity
of pure CeO2 and then enhance its catalytic performance in
NH3-SCR [9–12].
In industrial application, SO2 in the exhaust might lead
to the physical poisoning to catalysts by the deposition of
NH4HSO4 or chemical poisoning by the formation of irreversible sulfites or sulfates [13–15]. To guide the design of
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a ceria-base NH3-SCR catalyst with superior SO2 resistance ability, it is very important to understand the sulfation
mechanism and the interaction between SO2 and CeO2. In
our previous work, we have studied the mechanism of the
interaction between SO2 and CeO2, explored the influence of
SO2 on the surface acidity and redox ability of cerium based
oxide in detail, and uncovered that the kinds of sulfate species formed on CeO2 depended on the sulfation temperature,
which have a different impact on the catalytic performance
of CeO2 in NH3-SCR reaction [16–18].
From the perspective of heterogeneous catalysts, the catalytic process mainly occurred on the surface of catalysts,
and the catalytic performance was highly related to the surface structure of catalysts, especially their exposure facets
[19–23]. CeO2 nanoparticles with specific exposed facets
on nanocubes, nanorods and nanopolyhedra have been successfully synthesized and widely used in catalysis [24, 25].
Ma et al. [26] used CeO2 nanocubes and CeO2 nanospheres
treated with aqueous solutions of (NH4)2SO4 as SCR catalysts and found that the activity of fresh and sulfated CeO2
highly depended on its shape and surface oxygens vacancies.
However, no systematic research on the interaction between
SO2 and CeO2 with different morphologies at different temperatures has been reported.
In this work, C
 eO2 nanocubes and C
 eO2 nanorods with
different preferential exposed crystal facets were successfully synthesized and sulfated in gas flow at different temperatures. At each sulfation temperature, the sulfated C
 eO2
with different exposed crystal facets exhibited significant
difference in NH3-SCR activity. Through a series of characterizations such as XRD, BET, Raman, H2-TPR, XPS,
in situ DRIFTS of SO2 + O2 adsorption, etc., the amount of
the sulfate species as well as the type of sulfate species on
sulfated samples were investigated in detail.

2 Experimental
2.1 The Preparation of Catalysts
The synthesis procedures of C
 eO2 nanocubes (CeC) and
CeO2 nanorods (CeR) were described in detail elsewhere
[19]. The requisite amount of cerium precursors were dissolved in 40 ml deionized water and then mixed with NaOH
solution (240 mmol). For CeC, the cerium precursor was
Ce(NO3)3 (2 mmol), while for CeR, the cerium precursor
was CeCl3 (2 mmol). This mixed solutions were stirred
for 30 min in a Teflon bottle and then sealed tightly in a
stainless-steel autoclave. The hydrothermal treatment was
performed at 180 °C for 24 h and 140 °C for 16 h for the
preparation of CeC and CeR, respectively. After cooling, the
precipitates were collected by centrifugation, washed with
deionized water and ethanol several times, and followed by
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drying at 100 °C in air overnight. The samples were calcined in flowing air at 550 °C for 4 h with a ramping rate at
10 °C/min. To obtain the sulfated samples, fresh CeC and
CeR (200 mg) were sulfated by 1000 ppm SO2 + 5% vol. O2
(200 ml/min, N2 in balance) at desired temperatures for 1 h.
For convenience, the samples sulfated at X °C were denoted
as CeC-X and CeR-X.

2.2 Characterization Techniques
The specific surface areas of samples were measured by
N2–physisorption at − 196 °C on a Micromeritics ASAP2020 analyzer. Before each adsorption measurement, the
samples were pretreated at 300 °C for 3 h.
The X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected on a Philips X’pert Pro diffractometer with Ni-filtered
Cu Kα1 radiation (0.15408 nm). The X-ray tube was operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. The average crystallite size was
calculated by Scherrer equation.
The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images
were obtained from a JEM-2100 instrument which operated
at 200 kV.
Raman spectra were collected at room temperature on a
Spex 1877 D triplemate spectrograph with 2 cm−1 resolution. A 532 nm DPSS diode-pump solid semiconductor laser
was used as the excitation source with power output of ca.
5 mW.
Thermogravimetry and differential thermal analysis (TGDTA) of the samples were tested on a Netzsch thermoanalyzer STA 449C from room temperature to 900 °C in a flowing N2 at the rate of 10 min−1.
H2-temperature programmed reduction (H2-TPR) experiments were carried out in a quartz U-type reactor connected
to a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) with Ar–H2 mixture (7.0% of H
 2 by volume, 70 ml min−1) as the reductant.
Prior to the reduction, the sample (50 mg) was pretreated in
a high purified N2 stream at 200 °C for 1 h.
X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were performed on
a PHI 5000 VersaProbe system, using monochromatic Kα
radiation (1486.6 eV) operating at an accelerating power of
15 kW. The sample charging effects were compensated by
calibrating all binding energies (BE) with the adventitious
C1s peak at 284.6 eV.
NH3-temperature programmed desorption (NH3-TPD)
experiments were carried out on a multifunction chemisorption analyzer with a quartz U-tube reactor, detected by a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). About 100 mg of the sample
was pretreated by high purified He (40 ml min−1) at 450 °C
for 1 h. After pretreatment, the sample was saturated with high
purified NH3 (40 ml min−1) at 100 °C for 1 h and subsequently
flushed with the flowing high purified He (40 ml min−1) at
the same temperature for 1 h to remove gaseous and weakly
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adsorbed NH3, then the sample was heated to 600 °C at a rate
of 10 °C/min in the flowing high purified He (40 ml min−1).
In situ diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectra
(in situ DRIFTS) were collected at a spectral resolution of
4 cm−1 (number of scans, 32) on a Nicolet 5700 FT-IR spectrometer. A high-sensitive MCT detector cooled by liquid N2
was used to collect spectra. The sample was pretreated with a
high purified N2 stream at 375 °C for 1 h to eliminate the physical adsorption of water and other impurities and then cooled
to the desired reaction temperature. All background spectra
were collected under a flowing N
 2 atmosphere. After that, the
samples were exposed to 5 vol.% O
 2 + 1000 ppm SO2 (50 ml/
min, balanced with N
 2) for 1 h. Then the spectra of sulfated
samples were collected by subtraction of the corresponding
background spectra.

2.3 Measurements of Catalytic Activity
The catalytic performances of these samples for the selective
catalytic reduction of NO by NH3 in the presence of excess
oxygen were determined under steady state. The reaction condition was: 500 ppm NO, 500 ppm N
 H3, 10 vol.% O
 2 and N
 2
in balance (200 ml min−1). The weight hourly space velocity
(WHSV) was 60,000 ml·g−1·h−1. The sample (200 mg) was
loaded in a quartz tube and pretreated in a high purified N
 2
stream at 200 °C for 1 h. The reactions were carried out at different temperatures and the concentrations of NO, NH3, NO2
and N2O were measured at 150 °C by a Thermofisher IS10
FTIR spectrometer equipped with a 2 m path-length gas cell
(250 ml volume). The NO conversion was calculated according to the following equation:

NO conversion (%) =

[NO]in − [NO]out
× 100
[NO]out

3 Result and Discussion
3.1 Catalytic Activity
The NH3-SCR performance of sulfated C
 eO2 was shown
in Fig. 1. Sulfated CeC and CeR exhibited better NH3-SCR
performance compared to fresh samples. When the sulfated temperature was 150 °C, an increase in activity was
observed on both CeC-150 and CeR-150 compared to asprepared samples, and CeR-150 performed higher activity
and broader reaction window than CeC-150. Interestingly,
as the reaction temperature reached approximately 425 °C,
a reverse of activity occurred and CeC-150 started to outperform CeR-150. As the rise in sulfated temperature to
350 °C, although CeR-350 still showed broad temperature
window and better low-temperature activity, the temperature
of where the reverse occurred shifted to 375 °C. When sulfated temperature increased to 550 °C, the NO conversion of
CeR-550 declined significantly. On the contrary, CeC-550
still possessed 80% activity at 350–500 °C, and surpassed
CeR-550 at 260 °C. It was noticeable that the activity of
CeR decreased greatly as the sulfation temperature elevated,
while the activity of sulfated CeC showed less sensitivity on
sulfation temperature, indicating a morphology-sensitive of
sulfation on CeO2.

3.2 Textual and Structure Properties
To further investigate the change of activity for CeR-T and
CeC-T, N2 adsorption–desorption, XRD and HR-TEM were
conducted to characterize the textual and structure properties
of these samples.
The catalytic activity of N
 H3-SCR catalysts might be
highly related to their specific surface areas. In this work, N2
adsorption–desorption experiment was conducted to characterize the specific surface area of the as-prepared catalysts.
As illustrated in Table 1, the specific surface area of CeR

Fig. 1  Catalytic performance of N
 H3-SCR reaction over a CeC, CeR, CeC-150 and CeR-150; b CeC-350 and CeR-350; c CeC-550 and CeR550. Reaction condition: 500 ppm NO, 500 ppm N
 H3, 10% O2 and N2 in balance, WHSV = 60,000 ml g−1 h−1
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Table 1  BET surface area and average particle diameter of the fresh
and sulfated CeO2
Samples

BET surface area ( m
 2 g−1) Average particle diameter
(nm)

CeC
CeR
CeC-150
CeC-350
CeC-550
CeR-150
CeR-350
CeR-550

37.9
95.2
32.0
33.2
24.9
47.0
35.4
13.8

–
–
23.2
26.0
26.0
17.4
20.8
23.1

was much higher than that of CeC. After the sulfation treatment, all samples showed a decline in their specific surface
area. As the sulfation temperature rised, the specific area of
CeC and CeR decreased gradually. The loss in the specific
area might be related to the cross-linking of various nanoparticles, which would be further proved in the images of
HR-TEM. For CeC-T, only CeC-550 exhibited a dramatic
decline, but for CeR-T, sulfation at 150 °C nearly halves its
specific surface area. When the sulfation treatment was operated at 550 °C, the specific area of CeR-T declined to 13.8
m2 g−1, in good accordance with results that CeR-T suffered
from a more severe deactivation after sulfation at 550 °C.
To identify the structure of fresh and sulfated CeC and
CeR, XRD patterns of the samples were collected and shown
in Fig. 2. All samples mainly exhibited a cubic fluorite-type
structure (PDF-ICDD 34-0394). While for CeC-550 and
CeR-550, some new diffraction peaks were observed at
10°–20°, which could be assigned to Ce(SO4)2 (PDF-ICDD
70-2097) or CeOSO4 (PDF-ICDD 39-0515) species. These
peaks indicated that bulk like sulfate species generated on
CeC and CeR when the sulfation temperature increased

Fig. 2  XRD profiles of the a sulfated CeC and b sulfated CeR
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to 550 °C. The average crystallize size was calculated by
Scherrer equation and shown in Table 1, the crystallize size
increased with the elevation of the sulfation temperature,
implying the growth of CeO2 grain. Furthermore, the average particle diameter increased by 3 nm for CeC-T and 6 nm
for CeR-T, indicating that CeR might suffered from deeper
sulfation than CeC under the same sulfation condition. The
result was further confirmed by N2 adsorption–desorption
experiment. The excessive sulfation of CeR-550 might result
in a significant decrease in NH3-SCR activity.
The morphology of fresh and sulfated CeO2 was identified by HR-TEM. As shown in Fig. 3, both CeC and CeC-T
exhibited uniform nanocubes structure. The sulfation treatment did not significantly change the morphology of CeC
even at the temperature of 550 °C. CeC and CeC-T showed a
d-spacing of 0.28 nm, consistent with the d-spacing of CeC
with an exposed facet of {200}. When the sulfation temperature elevated, the corners and edges of CeC-T became blunt,
which was attributed to the sulfation of crystalline C
 eO2 and
the formation of amorphous ceric sulfate.
As for fresh CeR, nanorods with a width of ca. 20 nm
and a length of ca. 200 nm, as well as main exposed facet
of {110} were displayed. When the sulfation temperature
increased to 350 °C or higher, the C
 eO2 nanorods seem to
be cracked into several smaller parts. A clear passivation
in the edges of CeR-350 could be observed. For CeR-550,
the rod-shape morphology was completely destroyed and
severe caking of CeO2 was detected, well supported by the
results of XRD.
Former studies have revealed that CeO2 nanorods were
more reactive than CeO2 nanocubes for some reactions for
the higher specific surface area and reducibility of surface
oxygen species [27, 28]. Therefore, CeR might react deeper
and faster with SO2, with the edges and corners being the
preferred sites. As the sulfation temperature increased, the
morphology of CeR was greatly destroyed and cracked into
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Fig. 3  HR-TEM images of fresh and sulfated a CeC and b CeR (inset pictures are their corresponding FFT images)

pieces, which resulted in the great loss in specific surface
area. The significant deactivation of CeR-T as the rise in
sulfation temperature might be highly related to the excessive sulfation.

3.3 Analysis of Sulfate Species
TG–DTA was used to analyze the amount and thermal
stability of sulfated species formed during the sulfation
process. As presented in Fig. 4, the weight loss of the all
sulfated samples could be divided into three weight loss
steps. Step I (100–200 °C) could be taken as the desorption of absorbed water and other impurities. It has been
reported that thermal treatment in inert or reductive gas
would result in the leakage of O
 2 from C
 eO 2 [29, 30],
therefore, step II (200–600 °C) was attributed to the

leakage of oxygen from the heated samples. The step
III with a sharp weight loss in all sulfated samples was
assigned to the decomposition of sulfate species [29, 31].
There was a distinct endothermic peak in the DTA plot at
600–800 °C, which could be assigned to the decomposition of sulfate species on sulfated CeC and CeR. The position of the endothermic peak match well with the position
of the weight loss step attributed to the decomposition of
sulfate species. The weight loss of CeC-T increased from
0.52 to 4.51% as the sulfation temperature increased from
150 to 550 °C. But for CeR-T, the weight loss increased
from 1.28 to 11.71% under the same sulfation condition,
indicating that much more sulfate species formed on
CeR-T than that on CeC-T and the excessive sulfate species on sulfated CeR might have a negative impact on its
NH3-SCR activity.
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Fig. 4  TG–DTA curves of a CeC-150, b CeC-350, c CeC-550, d CeR-150, e CeR-350 and f CeR-550

The reducibility of a catalyst was one of the key factors
for NH3-SCR reaction. H
 2-TPR was performed to characterize the reducibility of the samples. In our previous work,
H2-TPR was also used to identify the kinds and relative
amount of sulfate species on sulfated CeO2. As exhibited in
Fig. 5, fresh CeC and CeR showed two broad peaks with low
intensities. The one at low-temperature range was assigned
to the reduction of surface/subsurface oxygen species and
Ce4+, and the other was attributed to the reduction of bulk
CeO2 to Ce2O3 by the elimination of oxygen anions from
the lattice [32, 33]. Compared to CeC, these two peaks for
CeR shifted to lower temperatures, implied that more surface

Fig. 5  H2-TPR profiles of the sulfated samples; a CeC and b CeR
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oxygen species and reductive Ce4+ species on CeR. After the
sulfation treatment, a sharp peak emerged at 500–600 °C.
Since the reduction peak of fresh CeO2 in this range was
relatively faint, this peak could be ascribed to the reduction
of sulfate species [9, 26]. For CeC-T, the reduction temperature increased from 537 to 569 °C and then to 574 °C
as the sulfation temperature increased, indicating that CeC
sulfated at lower temperature was more easily reduced. The
reduction peaks of sulfate species formed on CeR exhibited
a similar trend. However, the position of the reduction peaks
on CeR-T shifted to higher temperature compared to that
on CeC-T. As discussed in our previous work [16, 17], a
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Table 2  Weight loss measured by TG–DTA and normalized fitting
peak area
Samples

Peak position
(°C)

Weight loss (%)

Normalized
peak area
(a.u)

CeC
CeR
CeC-150
CeC-350
CeC-550
CeR-150
CeR-350
CeR-550

547
567
537
569
574
557
572
607

–
–
0.52
2.18
4.51
1.28
4.48
11.71

–
–
1.00
1.30
2.30
1.00
1.06
2.43

sulfate species on CeR. It was clearly demonstrated that
deeper sulfation was easier to occur on CeR than on CeC.
The oxidation of SO2 to SO3 was a significant step to
form sulfate species on CeO2 [34]. As shown in the H2-TPR
profiles of fresh CeC and CeR, a more intensive reduction
peak of active oxygen species was observed on CeR, which
meant that the oxidation of S
 O2 to S
 O3 would be promoted
on CeR. That’s to say, the formation of sulfate species was
more favorable on CeR, which explained the results of
H2-TPR and TG–DTA.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was used to investigate
the surface element composition and chemical states over the
fresh and sulfated CeC and CeR. XPS spectra for Ce3d, O1s
and S2p were illustrated in Fig. 7.
The spectra of Ce3d were fitted with eight peaks by
Gaussian-Lorentz curves on the basis of literature [35–37].
The bands donated as u and v were individually attributed
to the Ce 3d5/2 and Ce 3d3/2 spin–orbit components. The
bands labeled as u1 and v 1 were ascribed to the primary
photoemission of C
 e3+, and the other six bands labeled as
u3 and v 3, u2 and v 2, and u and v were assigned to C
 e4+ [36].
3+
The concentration of Ce was calculated from the following
equation [37, 38]:

cCe3+ =

Fig. 6  a The weight loss of sulfated CeC and CeR calculated from
TG–DTA; b The peak position of the reduction peak assigned to the
sulfate species formed on CeC and CeR in H
 2-TPR plots

higher reduction temperature was needed to reduce bulk like
sulfate species, which meant that bulk like sulfate species
were easier to form on CeR. As a result, severe deactivation on CeR-550 was due to the decrease of low-temperature
reducibility.
The relative amount of sulfate species on sulfated CeR-T
and CeC-T were obtained by the integral to the reduction
peaks of sulfate species. The amount of sulfate species on
CeC-150 and CeR-150 was normalized to 1, and the results
of normalized sulfate species amount were listed in Table 2.
It was obvious that the intensity of the reduction peaks got
enhanced as the sulfation temperature increased, in good
agreement with the results of TG–DTA.
The results of TG–DTA and H
 2-TPR were re-arranged
in Fig. 6. The amount of sulfate species on CeC and CeR
increased as the sulfation temperature elevated, and higher
SO2 adsorption capacity was observed on CeR. Higher
reduction temperature was required for the reduction of

u1 + v1
u + v + u1 + v1 + u2 + v2 + u3 + v3

The fitting results were listed in Table 3. For CeC-T,
the concentration of C
 e3+ slightly increased in CeC-150
and CeC-350, then substantially increased in CeC-550. A
similar trend was also observed in CeR-T. The increase in
the concentration of C
 e3+ might be related to the reaction:
2CeO2 + 3SO2 + O2 → Ce2(SO4)3 [16, 34]. For the samples sulfated at 550 °C, a much deeper sulfation on C
 eO2
occurred, which enhanced the formation of Ce3+ species
[16].
The spectra of S2p could be deconvoluted into two portions with the binding energy at ca. 169.4 eV and 168.3 eV,
attributed to the photoelectron peaks of S 2 p1/2 and S 2p3/2,
respectively. Both of them were characterized as the S
 6+
oxidation state [39, 40], indicating the formation of sulfate
species.
O1s spectra could be deconvoluted into two parts—the
band O′ at ca. 531.6 eV was attributed to chemisorbed oxygen on C
 eO2, and the band denoted as O″ at ca. 529.3 eV
was assigned to the lattice oxygen species [41, 42]. The concentration of surface chemisorbed oxygen on the sulfated
CeO2 was much abundant than those of fresh C
 eO2, which
is related to the enhanced formation of sulfate species.
In order to investigate the structure as well as the existence forms of sulfate species on CeC-T and CeR-T, Raman
spectra of sulfated ceria samples were collected. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the distinctive signal at 463 cm −1 was
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Fig. 7  XPS results of a, b Ce 3d; c, d O 1s and e, f S 2p over the fresh and sulfated CeC and CeR

Table 3  Surface components of the fresh and sulfated CeO2 obtained
by XPS analysis
Samples

CeC
CeR
CeC-150
CeC-350
CeC-550
CeR-150
CeR-350
CeR-550

13

Atomic concentration
(mol %)

Atomic ratio (mol %)

Ce

O

S

Ce3+/
(Ce3+ + Ce4+)

O′/(O′ + O″)

20.8
21.3
17.5
18.3
20.9
17.8
17.3
19.0

79.2
78.7
78.3
76.6
74.4
78.1
77.5
77.0

0.0
0.0
4.2
5.1
4.7
4.1
5.2
4.0

16.4
17.8
17.6
17.0
18.5
19.0
19.0
19.7

23.2
22.3
42.0
40.6
40.1
38.4
48.3
42.3

marked as triply degenerate F2g model of the CeO2 fluorite
structure. For CeC-T, the F2g bands showed a limited change
in their intensity and width. Interestingly, the F
 2g bands got
sharper as the sulfation temperature elevated, implying that
the particle size of CeR increased greatly, in good agreement
of the results of XRD and HR-TEM.
When the sulfation temperature was lower than 550 °C,
there are mainly two broad bands at ca. 1010 and ca.
1170 cm−1, which could be assigned to the symmetric S–O
(vs) and asymmetric S–O (va) stretch of sulfated species [43].
When the sulfation temperature increased to 550 °C, several
new bands emerged. The bands at 1025 and 1056 cm−1 could
be assigned to the bulk Ce(SO4)2 and the bands at 1015,
1107, 1143, and 1192 cm−1 could be ascribed to the bulk
CeOSO4 [44].
To further investigate the interaction between SO2 and
CeO2 during the sulfation process and identify the type of
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sulfate species, in situ DRIFTS of S
 O2 + O2 adsorption at
different temperatures was performed on CeR and CeC.
CeC and CeR were firstly treated with 1000 ppm + 5 vol.%
O2 (50 ml/min, N
 2 in balance) for 1 h at a certain temperature and then purged by N2 for 30 min at 150 °C before
collecting the spectra. As shown in Fig. 8, all vibration
peaks were related to sulfate/sulfite species. For CeC, the
broad peaks at 1396 cm−1 and 1313 cm−1 were ascribed as
the asymmetric vibration of S=O (va), the peaks at 1128,
1063, and 1000 cm−1 can be assigned to the symmetric
vibration of S–O (vs), 905 cm −1 can be regarded as the
vibration of S–O of surface sulfite [45, 46]. As the sulfation temperature elevated to 350 °C, surface sulfites vanished and a new broad band at ca. 1167 cm−1 emerged,
which could be assigned to sublayer or subsurface sulfate species [47]. When the sulfation temperature reached

550 °C, two new sharp and intensive peaks appeared at
1229 cm−1 and 1205 cm−1 and covered the bands attributed to surface and subsurface sulfate species, which can
be identified as the bulk sulfate species [45]. For CeR,
similar results were observed. It was noticeable that the
intensity of the bands assigned to the sulfate species on
CeR-T was much higher than that of CeC-T, indicating that
sulfate species were much more easily to form on CeR-T,
which was well in accordance with the results of TG–DTA
and H2-TPR (Fig. 9).
When combining the results of Raman spectra and in situ
DRIFTS of S
 O2 + O2, a conclusion could be drawn that the
main sulfate species formed on CeC and CeR transferred
from surface sulfate/sulfite species to sublayer/subsurface
sulfate species and eventually to bulk sulfate species with
the elevation of the sulfation temperature.

Fig. 8  Raman spectra of the a, b sulfated CeC and c, d CeR
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Fig. 9  In-situ DRIFT spectra of SO2 + O2 coadsorption on a CeC; b CeR at different temperature

CeR than those on CeC. As a result, CeR suffered from a
sever deactivation compared to CeC when sulfated at high
temperature (> 350 °C). This work provides new understanding of sulfation on ceria and guidance on the design
of novel sulfur-resistant C
 eO2-based catalyst by precisely
controlling the exposed facets and morphology.
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NH3–SCR reaction. As the sulfation temperature elevated,
the morphology of CeR was destroyed and the specific
surface area decreased greatly, while the structure of CeC
kept relatively stable even after sulfation at 550 °C. In
addition, more bulk like sulfate species were formed on

Research Involving Human Participants and/or Animals The research
involved no human participants and/or animals.
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